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Drift-cyclotron oscillations propagating across an external magnetic field in a spatially in
homogeneous low-pressure plasma with collisions are investigated. Particle collisions are 
taken into account by means of the Landau collision integral [1o]. Short-wave oscillations with 
a wavelength smaller than the Larmor ion radius but larger than the electron Larmor radius 
are considered. The oscillation spectra are analyzed in the geometric optics approximation. 
Dispersion relations are obtained for the ordinary, extraordinary, and plasma waves and are 
used to determine the local spectra of drift-cyclotron oscillations of an inhomogeneous plasma 
and to estimate their increments. It is shown that with growth of the particle-collision fre
quency, the drift-cyclotron oscillations of a collisionless plasma are transformed into drift
dissipative oscillations that are characteristic of a collision plasma only. The stability of 
such oscillations depends significantly on the nonuniformity of the plasma-particle tempera
ture. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

DRIFT -cyclotron oscillations of a collisionless 
inhomogeneous plasma of low pressure 
({3 = 8JTP0/B6 « 1) were investigated by Mikhallov
skil and Timofeev[1•2J (see also[3J), who have 
shown that instabilities arise at the intersections 
of the drift and cyclotron branches of the oscilla
tions. The maximum growth increments of the 
oscillations turned out to be equal toy f'::j (m/M)114ni 
for the longitudinal (plasma) wave and 
y f'::j (m/M)112ni for the ordinary wave (Qi-Larmor 
frequency of the ions). 

The intersection regions in which drift-cyclotron 
instabilities develop in a collisionless plasma are 
very narrow and, as will be shown below, even rare 
particle collisions can greatly change the character 
of these instabilities. Drift-cyclotron oscillations 
of an inhomogeneous plasma, with allowance for 
Coulomb collisions, were already considered by 
one of the authors and Silin [ 1]. We confined our
selves, however, to only longitudinal plasma os-

1 lPogutse[5 ] attempted earlier to take into account the in
fluence of particle collisions on drift-cyclotron plasma oscil
lations by using the Bantagar-Gross-Krook collision integral[6]. 

Unfortunately, such a collision integral is not suitable for a 
description of short-wave plasma oscillations [7], especially 
drift-cyclotron oscillations. 

cillations in the limit when the drift frequency is 
larger than the Larmor frequency of the ions. Nor 
were the conditions determined under which the 
particle collisions change the spectra of the drift
cyclotron oscillations of the collisionless plasma. 

We investigate in the present paper arbitrary 
(non-potential) drift-cyclotron oscillations of an 
inhomogeneous plasma with collisions; the oscilla
tions propagate transverse to the external magnetic 
field. We use the geometric-optics approxima
tion [a], with the aid of which we determine the 
local spectra of the plasma oscillations [9]. When 
the characteristic dimension of the inhomogeneity 
of the plasma L0 is much larger, and the oscilla-
tion wavelength much smaller, than the Larmor 
radius of the ions, such an approximation describes 
the spectra of the investigated oscillations not only 
qualitatively but also quantitatively. 

In Sec. 2, by solving the kinetic equation with 
the Landau collision integral [iO], we obtain ex
pressions for the components of the dielectric 
tensor of the inhomogeneous plasma in different 
frequency regions and at different wavelengths of 
the oscillations in question. In Sec. 3 we investi
gate local spectra of drift-cyclotron oscillations 
propagating transversely to the external magnetic 
field, which is assumed to be homogeneous and 
directed along the z axis, while the direction of the 
plasma inhomogeneity is assumed to coincide with 
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the x axis. The general dispersion equation for 
such oscillations breaks up into two equations-for 
the ordinary and extraordinary waves. An analysis 
of the dispersion equation for the ordinary wave 
has shown that the spectrum of the drift-cyclotron 
oscillations of a collisionless plasma changes 
already when ve ~ (m/M) 1/ 2rli, where ve is the 
frequency of the electron collisions; these oscilla
tions go over into new drift-dissipative oscillations 
that depend essentially on the particle collisions in 
the plasma. The equation for the extraordinary wave 
breaks up in turn, under certain conditions, into 
equations for the transverse and longitudinal waves. 
With this, if vi « (m/M) 5/ 4rli, then the spectrum of 
the longitudinal oscillations coincide with the spec
trum of the drift-cyclotron oscillations of a col
lisionless plasma. If this inequality is violated, 
particle collisions become important, and these 
oscillations also go over into the longitudinal drift
dissipative oscillations of an inhomogeneous plasma. 
We obtain the conditions for buildup and estimate 
the growth increments of all the oscillations con
sidered. In the appendix we present a solution of 
the kinetic equation for the ions in the case of 
short-wave oscillations with wavelength smaller 
than their Larmor radius. 

2. DIELECTRIC TENSOR OF A PLASMA IN THE 
REGION OF THE ION-CYCLOTRON RESON
ANCE FREQUENCIES 

If the Larmor frequencies of the particles are 
large compared with the collision frequencies, the 
equilibrium distribution function can be written in 
the form 

(2.1) 

The dependence of the density and temperature on 
x in this expression is determined by the charac
teristic equation 

v 1_ sin rp (2 .2) 
------ x = c = consl. 

Q 

Following the method of geometric optics [B], 

we can obtain from (2.1) and (2.2) the dielectric 
tensor of an inhomogeneous plasma with allowance 
for particle collisions. We write the tensor 
Eij (w, k, x) in the form of a sum 

'i) (e) 
eij(w,k,x)={Nj+eij (w,k,x)+8zj (w,k,x), (2.3) 

where dP(w, k, x) and E~~)(w, k, x) are the contri-
lJ lJ 

butions due respectively to the ions and electrons 
of the plasma. We are interested in the frequency 
region lw- nrlil « rle and the wavelength region 

kz = 0, k1vTe « rle· Calculation of the electron 
contribution d~l(w, k, x) under these conditions 

lJ 
entails no difficulty and is carried out by usual 
methods. We therefore present only the results of 
such calculations (indicating how they are obtained). 

In the frequency region w » Ve, where ve is the 
effective electron collision frequency, we can 
neglect the electron collisions in first approxima
tion. The electron contribution to the dielectric 
tensor of the plasma is in this case a Hermitian 
tensor (since kz = 0). Allowance for the electron 
collisions leads to the appearance of a small anti
Hermitian part in the tensor E~~) (w, k, x). The 

lJ 
electron contribution to the dielectric constant of 
the plasma in this frequency region is calculated 
by perturbation theory by expanding the solution of 
the kinetic equation for the electrons in powers of 
velw (see, for example, [t1J). As a result we have 

W 2 V WL 2 
8:~ = _ __£:_[1- Xw•(l)] + i-•--•-[1- X,..,e(- 1/2)] 

!:le2 wQe2 ' 

(e)- (e)_ 2WLe2k2VTe2{[1- <P "(2)] 
8?2 - ett '"''' - w2Qe2 

-iVe l'2 + 2 [l-,'twe(0.57)J}, 
(l) 5 

(e) (e) (e) (e) 
8t3 = 8:ot = e~:o = 832 = 0, 

(2.4) 

Here 

wLe is the Langmuir frequency of the electrons, 
and 

_ 41/ 2n e4NL 
"• - 3 V m T.';, · 

In the frequency region w ~ rli « ve we can cal
culate the electronic contribution to the dielectric 
constant of the plasma by using hydrodynamic 
equations [12 •13 J, We assume that w » ve k2p~e/rl~. 

(e) d (e) . 'd The transverse components £ 12 an E11 comc1 e 

in this case with those in (2.4), E~i) = Effl, and for 
the longitudinal component we have 
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(2.5) 

The remaining components, as above, are equal to 
zero. 

We now consider the ionic contribution 
c~~)(w, k, x). In the kinetic equation for the ions, in 

lJ 
the region of short-wave oscillations of interest to 
us (klvTi » Qi), we can use the simplified Landau 
collision integral obtained in [7 ,!4]. As a result we 
obtain for the components of the tensor cW (w, k, x) 

in the frequency region w ~ nni, the following ex
pressions (see the appendix): 

(i) 
f'lt 

a) In the case lw- nnil » vizi 

x{1-X .. ,i(O)- w [1-X.,,i(- 1h)l} 
( w- nQ;) l'2nz; 

v·wL 2 3(n+1){ k VT· 2 +i z z , 1 __ Y_z~ 
w (w- nQ;) 2z;'f, 8l'n wQ; 

X [ !_In .V _ 3n + 2 ~n T; J t 
d.r 1(n+1) ox J' 

(i) 
£22 =-

3(9n-4) ( l•yvd [ olnN 

fHl' n l 1 - - ul Q; --;;;;----

(i) (i) . WL; 2n 
Et2=-£2t=l [t-:fo/(- 1/z)], 

(J)(W- nQ;)2z1}'2nz1 

b) for I (•l- nQ; I~ v;z; 

. w -2n2 ? { [ cJinT; ]} 
(I)- . LZ - 0 014 1- CIJ i (0) 1-(j ')')5 ---EH - l--,--;:---- .v olJro .............. ~ , 

(t)Vizil' .)n cJJn,\ 

(i) . wLiz 1.6 t. { . [ . t. oInT; Jl 
E22 = 1--.--- -0.19 1- :iw'(O) h-0.7-'J.-"-] ~- J, 

(Jl\"iZi h \J:r u ll H 

(i) . (t)Li2 1.6{ c . [ , oinT;]} 
£33 = 1---, - Xo,e(1)- :iw'(0) 1 + J..)8---, . 

WV;Z; j, 2Jt 0 ]n ]\ 

(2. 7) 

The remaining components of the tensor c ~~) (w, k, x) 
lJ 

are in the latter case equal to zero. We have used 
the notation 

We note also that in the derivation of (2. 7) it was 
assumed that Qi » vizi (this has enabled us to 
neglect the contribution of all the nonresonant 
harmonics; see the appendix). 

3. SPECTRA OF DRIFT-CYCLOTRON PLASMA 
OSCILLATIONS 

We now proceed to investigate the spectra of 
the drift-cyclotron oscillations propagating trans
verse to the magnetic field in an inhomogeneous 
plasma with collisions. As already noted, we inves
tigate the local spectra of the oscillations [s], which 
we determine directly from the eikonal equation [B] 

(3.1) 

For waves transverse to the magnetic field, Eq. 
(3.1) breaks up into two: 

w2 
k2- - 2 £33 = 0, 

c 
(3.2) 

(3.3) 

the first of which describes the ordinary wave 
(which is purely transverse) in the plasma, and the 
second the extraordinary wave (which generally 
speaking is neither purely transverse nor purely 
longitudinal). 

Let us consider first the simpler equation (3.2) 
for the ordinary wave. In the frequency region 
w - nni ~ 1:::!. » vizi (far from cyclotron resonance) 
and under the condition w » ve, the local spectrum 
of the plasma oscillation defined by this equation 
has the following form (w - nni = 1:::!. + iy): 

a) for (3 « zim/M 

~ = - nQ;~d [1 - .'tn i ( tjl) ], 
y2nz; k 2c2 

3(\Jn-4) 1-Xni(0.11) v =- v,z;----------1- ---; 
32}'2 1- Xni (i/2) 

b) for (3 » zim/M 

(3.4) 

mnQ· [ T oln ST J-1 
~ =- ___:_{1- Xni(l/2)] l + _e_ ____ e Xni(1) 

M)2nz; T; olnNT, 

(3.5) 
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Here we put 

l•yvr;2 iJ 
2ni(a)= Q 2 i) InNT;a. 

n i x 

If we completely neglect the particle collisions 
in the plasma, the oscillations in question are sta
ble. The oscillations can become unstable only if 
ion collisions are taken into account, provided the 
ion temperature is inhomogeneous. Even in this 
case they occur in a narrow wavelength interval, 
where 

where a = 0.11 when {3 « zim/M and a = 0.24 when 
f3 » zim/M. The maximum growth increments of 
the oscillations for these two limiting cases are 
respectively equal to 

( 
~Q; )'/o ( m Q; \'/, v ~ 'Vi -- ' v ~'Vi ---1 
Vi \ M vi ; 

Besides the solutions indicated above, Eq. (3.2) 
has far from cyclotron resonance also a solution 
in the resonant region (double resonance), when the 
drift frequency intersects the cyclotron frequency, 
namely 

iJ lnNTe 
iJx ~ nQ;. 

Such resonant oscillations can be unstable only in 
a plasma with {3 » zim/M, wherein 

d ·Vm nQ; ( T;iJlnNT;'f,)'/, 
= ± 1 M (2:nzi) 'I• 1, 1 + -Te iJ ln NTe . • (3 . 7) 

It is precisely this instability for the ordinary wave 
that was observed by Mikhallovskil in the case of 
a collisionless plasma [2]. The maximum growth 
increment of such an instability is of the order of 
Y ~ Vm/M Qi. With increasing particle collision 
frequency, the resonant region in which these os
cillations are possible narrows down and disappears 
completely when Ye > Vm/MQi, i.e., the resonant 
instability becomes stabilized. On the other hand, 
nonresonant dissipative instabilities, described by 
formulas (3.4) and (3.5), obviously remain in this 
case. 

The spectrum of the ordinary wave has an en
tirely different form in the frequency region 
w « v e (such oscillations are possible only in a 
collision plasma). Here the decisive terms in (3 .2) 
are already those due to electronic dissipation. 
Drift-cyclotron waves are possible in this region 
of frequencies only if {3 > Vm/M (v/Qi)Zi, and their 
spectrum is given by 

* . k 2c2ve . m 'VeW * w=w -l----z 
wd 211 (w*- n~~ 1 )1f2:nl; 

( Ti iJ In NT;'i•) \ 
X , 1 + Tc iJinNTe17!)' (3.8) 

where 

kyVTe2 0 
co• =----In NT 1.11 

Qe iJx e · 

The imaginary part of the frequency in this expres
sion is small compared with the real part. We see 
that if {3 < z?12 v.jQ. the oscillations in question are 

l l l 

damped; under the inverse condition, the oscilla
tions are unstable provided only w* < nQi. (We note 
that /w*- nQij > vizi.) Instability is possible in a 
rather broad region of wavelengths, and the maxi
mum increment for the development of the insta
bility can become of the order of y ~ V m/MQi. 

We proceed now to investigate ordinary drift
cyclotron waves in the frequency region /w - nQij 
< vizi, i.e., in the direct vicinity of the cyclotron 
frequency nQi· In the limit when w » Ve, we con
fine ourselves for simplicity to the case when 
v/Qi > zi312m/M (or {3 « zf 2v/Qi). The imaginary 
terms in ( 3. 2) are then small compared with the 
real ones. As a result we obtain for the spectrum 
of the ordinary wave 

1 kyv1·e2 iJ InlVTc 
W=-------

1 + k 2c2 / UlLe2 Qe iJx ' 

V = ___ '\'c>_ __ [ 1 _ ( 1 + k 2c2 \ iJ In ATc--'lz 1 
1 + k 2cV WLe2 \ (tlLe2 ) a In .YTe J 

m n 2Q; 2 0.16 +---------
111 v ;z;'l, 1 + k2c2/ WLe2 

[ T; ( J.:zcz \ iJ In NT;1 :Js J 
X 1 +T---\ 1 +"-z J-fJ-1 ~'1-,- . 

c (!)L,e / n 1 v e (3. 9) 

These formulas continue the spectrum ( 3. 5) from 
the frequency region .6. » vizi into the region 
.6. « vizi. We see that the ion collisions always 
have a tendency to build up the oscillations, while 
the electron collisions stabilize them when 
a In Tel a In N < 2 and exert an unstabilizing action 
when Bin Te/Bln N > 2, just like the ion collisions. 
We note that the contribution of the ion collisions 
to y prevails over the contribution of the electron 
collisions when Q. > ve(M/m) 1 14z~14 • The maximum 

l l 
growth increment of the oscillation is in this case 
of the order of y ~ (Ql/ve)v'm/M < Qi. The insta
bility under consideration is quite dangerous, since 
it encompasses a rather broad region of wave
lengths and can develop practically at any time. 

In the frequency region w < ve, and under the 
condition .6. « vizi, the ordinary wave is always 
damped and its spectrum takes the form (continua
tion of the spectrum ( 3. 8)) 

( 3.10) 
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We now investigate the equation (3.3) for the extra
ordinary wave. In the frequency region far from 
cyclotron resonance, when lw- nrlil » vizi, the 
term d2 in (3.3) can be neglected. Then this equa
tion breaks up in turn into two equations: 

eu = 0, (3.11) 

( 3.12) 

which describe respectively purely longitudinal and 
purely transverse extraordinary waves in the 
plasma. The spectra of these waves do not change 
on going from frequencies w > Ve to frequencies 
w < v e, since the contribution of the electrons to 
the components E 11 and E22 can be neglected if 
lw- nQil > vizi. 

Taking into account the smallness of the imagin
ary part of E~~) compared with the real part, we 
obtain the following local spectrum of the longi
tudinal oscillations of the plasma in the frequency 
region under consideration: 

/':,. = ~ 1- :fni(- 1/2) 

l'2nz; 1 + k2rDi2- :in i (0) 

( 3.13) 

In the limit when the drift frequency is greatly 
larger than the cyclotron frequency, i.e., 
wdr ~ ~v~/rliLi » nQi, the spectrum (3.13) goes 

over into the spectrum obtained inl4J. We see from 
(3.13) that the oscillations in question can be essen
tially unstable only under this condition (more ac
curately, it is sufficient to satisfy the simple 
inequality), with buildup of the oscillations taking 
place if 1.45 < Bln TifBln N < 2. The growth incre
ment of the oscillations can in this case be of the 
order of y ~ v.z. ;S (Q~ v.) 113• 

1 1 1 1 

Besides the instability due to longitudinal waves, 
which we have just considered, resonant instability 
is also possible (at the intersection of the drift 
branch with the cyclotron branch), and was first 
investigated by Mikhallovski'i and Timofeev l1J. 
The growth increment of the oscillations for such 
an instability is of the order of y ~ (m/M) 1/ 4Qi. 
However, as noted above, the resonant region in 
which the instability develops is very narrow, and 
even rare collisions can eliminate such an insta
bility. Indeed, a simple analysis of (3.11) shows 
that even when vi;:::, (m/M) 3/ 2Qi the instability reg
ion narrows down, and when vi ;:::. (m/M) 514Qi there 
is no resonant region at all-the instability is 
eliminated. On the other hand, the non-resonant 

dissipative instability with the spectrum ( 3.13) still 
remains. 

The local spectrum of the transverse oscilla
tions described by (3.12) coincides in the frequency 
region under consideration, when ~ » vizi, with the 
spectrum of the ordinary wave ( 3.4), both when 
w » ve and when w « ve. 

In conclusion let us consider the extraordinary 
wave in the frequency region ~ « vi zi, i.e., near 
cyclotron resonance. In this case Eq. (3.3) no 
longer breaks up into two equations for the longi
tudinal and transverse waves, since the term E}2 
can, generally speaking, not be neglected. An 
analysis of this equation in the general case is 
therefore quite cumbersome. However, for a real 
low-pressure plasma, when 

pv;z;'l,jQ; < pz;'h ~ 1, 

and for the most interesting wavelength region 

m v·z-"/'2 In 
--,-- -'-'-~- z;'h ~ 1 
lll Q; ~ M 

Eq. (3.3) simplifies appreciably and leads to the 
following local spectrum of the drift-cyclotron os
cillations, which is valid for both w < ve and w > ve 
(in the latter case it is necessary also to satisfy 
the inequality {3 « v.z?12jQ.): 

1 1 l 

k v .2 a 
='~-l l\'T:-o.22s 

w n. " n ' , ,., ux 

+ WLe2 (i + Te _ __!_l_nNTe )2] 
k2c2 T; iJ ln NT:-o-225 . 

l 

(3.14) 

The oscillations under consideration are in practice 
always unstable, and their maximum growth incre
ment can become of the order of y ~ vi(M/m) 213 

< Qi. 
From the foregoing analysis of the spectra of 

the drift-cyclotron oscillations propagating trans
verse to the external magnetic field we can draw 
the following conclusions: 

a) Even relatively rare collisions of the particle 
lead to stabilization of the resonant instabilities 
which take place in a collisionless plasma. Thus, 
the oscillations investigated in [i J become stabilized 
when vi ;:::. (m/M) 514r2i and those considered inl2J 
become stabilized when ve ~Ym/MQi· 

b) On the other hand, allowance for collisions 
leads to the appearance of new drift-dissipative 
instabilities in the region of cyclotron frequencies; 
these instabilities remain even when the resonant 
instabilities become stabilized. The drift-dissipa-
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tive instabilities take place both at homogeneous 
and inhomogeneous plasma-particle temperatures. 
In the case of inhomogeneous temperature, how
ever, the region of instability with respect to differ
ent plasma parameters is much broader. 

From our point of view, drift-dissipative insta
bilities are quite dangerous under conditions when 
they can develop, since they encompass a rather 
broad region of wavelengths and have sufficiently 
large growth increments. 

APPENDIX 

To derive (2.6) and (2. 7), we start from the 
linearized kinetic equation for Ofi: 

aor 
- i(w- kv)of;- Q 8qJ' 

e; { [v[kE]]} 8fo; = -- E + -- --+ l;; (fo;, {jj;) 
M w av 

+n 
X __!_ \ dqJ' exp{ inqJ'- ikJ..v J.. sin fP'} 

2n.:." Q 1 

{ e; ( kyVT;2 ) 2ne;4NL 
X - 1 ---a Ev<P' + -:-::--

T; wQ; M2v 

X [( A _ B v J.. 2 ) fJ2F + ~ fJ2F J 
v2 fJv .L2 v J..2 aqJ'2 

4ne;2e2L 1 v } + T V J dp--;-0/e . 
m ; v3 . (A.5) 

When /w- nni/ > vizi, Eq. (A.5) can be solved 
by successive approximations. In first approxima
tion we obtain the solution for a collisionless 
plasma; the next approximation gives the correc
tion due to the ion collisions. Substituting the 
solution (A.4) obtained in this manner into the 
density of the ion current induced in the plasma, 
we obtain after simple calculations the sought ex
pressions (2.6) (in the frequency region w ~nni). 

(A.l)* In the opposite limit, when /w - nQi / < vi Zi and 

where[7' 14 l 

1 {( A _ B v .1. z ) . 
v \ u2 

4ne;2e2L 8/o; ~ v 
f· =- - dp-0/e 

te m ap v3 ' 

1 { ( 1 ) e-t' } A=-= fn(D(t) 1--. +-, 
'jin 2t'! 1 t 

1 { ( 3 ) e-t'} B=-=- ncD(t) 11-- +3- , 
'jin ' 2~ t 

2 ~ v 
cD(t)=-=j e-x'dx, t=-_--. (A.2) 

Vn 'ji2 vT; 
0 

Here foi is the equilibrium distribution function of 
the ions, defined by (2.1). According to (2.2) 

fJjo; = [-__2_+~a(v2)] fo;, 
fJV; VTi 2 Q; 

a InN a ln T; ( 3 u2 ) 
a(v2)=--+--- --+--- . 

fJx fJx 2 2vT;2 
(A.3) 

Substituting (A. 3) in (A.l), we seek a solution in the 

form 
ie; avT;2 Ey 

fJj; = ------- fo; + Ffo;. 
T; w Q; 

(A.4) 

We obtain here for F the equation 

F = S i exp {- inqJ + i k.Lv.L sin qJ} 
w -nQ; Q; 

n 

*[v[kEll= v X [k X E]. 

Qi » vi zi, it is sufficient to retain one resonant 
term when solving (A. 5). As a result we obtain 

e; ( kyVT;2 ) { .k.lY.L . . } F = ~ 1 ----a exp L-- sm qJ - mqJ 
1;. wQ; Q; 

(A.6) 

Formulas (A.6) and (A.4) lead to the expressions 
in (2. 7). In deriving these expressions we evalua
ted the following integrals numerically: 

00 e- 1't2dt 
l1 = ~ [A (A_ 3/,B)]'t, ~ 0.914, 

0 

1 f6 dt e-1' [ A J 3 
]q = -f:;} B [A (A- 3/,B)]'f, -1 - :f ~ 0.74, 

00 1 
J = ~ t4dte-t' [------

5 0 [A(A- 3/ 4B)]'h 
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3 1 I 0 {4 ( A ) 
ls =-2 +Is~ e-t-tsdt 3 1- [A (A - a/t.B)rf, 

(A. 7) 
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